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Abstract. The necessity of developing a new methodology for calculating diffractive spectral 
lenses for optical systems with variable wavelength laser radiation is substantiated. The method 
for calculating spectral diffraction lenses for focusing radiation of different wavelengths at 
specified focal points has been developed. The method for calculating cascade metal-dielectric 
layered structures for optical filtering has been developed, and a method for obtaining neural 
network descriptors applicable to the analysis of hyperspectral data has been developed. 
Calculation examples for various designs of optical diffractive lenses are presented. The optimal 
parameters for the designs of diffractive lenses are established.
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Аннотация. Разработан метод расчета спектральных дифракционных линз для 
фокусировки излучения разных длин волн в заданных точках фокуса. Разработан 
метод расчета каскадных металлодиэлектрических слоистых структур для оптической 
фильтрации, а также метод получения нейросетевых дескрипторов, применимых для 
анализа гиперспектральных данных. Представлены примеры расчета для различных 
конструкций оптических дифракционных линз. Установлены оптимальные параметры 
для конструкций дифракционных линз.
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Introduction
Various models of refractive lenses are actively being used in modern optical devices [1–7]. 

The increasing demand for precise measurements of various parameters using optical devices, 
such as night vision devices or refractometers, has led to several challenges [6–12]. Refractive 
lenses that focus incident radiation often suffer from a significant drawback – dispersion of focal 
length for different wavelengths of the incident radiation. Consequently, their usage is limited to 
only one radiation wavelength, especially when dealing with lasers [12–14].

Another drawback that restricts their use in compact optical systems is their thickness. To 
overcome this limitation, diffractive lenses (DL) are employed. These lenses have a diffraction 
relief thickness comparable to the incident wavelength of the radiation. They find application 
in the development of compact imaging systems for mobile devices and unmanned aerial vehi-
cles, particularly when multiple wavelengths are emitted simultaneously – spectral diffractive 
lenses (SDLs).

One well-known type of diffraction lens operating at multiple wavelengths is the harmonic dif-
fraction lens (HDL), which possesses m times higher diffraction microrelief and allows focusing 
several different wavelengths into the same focus using different orders of diffraction [13, 15–17]. 
However, the operating wavelengths of the SDL cannot be arbitrarily chosen; they must satisfy an 
analytical relation depending on m and the ‘main’ operating wavelength.

Calculation Method of the SDL for Focusing Radiation of Different Wavelengths. The calcu-
lation of the SDL is performed independently for each point using the formula:
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The calculation of microrelief height at each point by full brute force is simple from the 
computational point of view, as it corresponds to the calculation of Q weighted sums L of dif-
ferences of two exponents. In a particular case, the coordinates of the focal points may coincide: 
xl = (x0, y0), l = 1,…, L. In this case, this method of calculating the SDL results in an 'achromatic' 
SDL, focusing radiation of different wavelengths to the same fixed point. This approach is most 
rational for short-focus lenses, which are used in fiber systems, optical fibers, optical correlators, 
and near-IR photodetectors. Works [18‒21] utilize a zone approach to image formation at dif-
ferent wavelengths, which is more optimal for lenses with long and medium focus, used to solve 
different problems than those considered in my work.

Modified Infrared Slope Index

To evaluate the effectiveness of this method, we calculated the SDL focusing two wavelengths 
λ1 = 455 nm and λ1 = 750 nm into two points in the plane z = f = 750 mm at the coordinates 
x1 = (‒x1,0) and x2 = (x1,0) where x1 = 0.266 nm. The selected wavelengths are used to calculate a 
modified infrared slope index employed in smart agriculture for monitoring forests and identifying 
anomalies in the state of the vegetation cover. The SDL is located in the plane of the z = 0 and 
has an aperture radius R = 2 mm, maximum height of the microrelief hmax = 4 µm, number of 
quantization levels Q = 256. 

The relief of the SDL, calculated using formula (1) for the selected parameters, is shown in 
Fig. 1. When calculating the value of microrelief height hj are defined in the nodes uj = (uj,vj) of 
a square grid with a step ∆ = 2 µm.
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To assess the efficiency of the SDL, we calculated the intensity distributions formed by the lens 
using the two-dimensional Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral:
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where TSl (u;λl) is the complex transmittance function of the SDL, h(u), u ∈ G is the microrelief 
of the SDL presented in Fig. 1.

It should be noted that the works [18–21] use other integrals for calculation of I(xj;λ1).  Fig. 2,a 
shows the calculated distributions Inorm(x;λl)=I(x;λl)/Iid(xl;λl), normalized to the ‘ideal’ intensities 
in focus:
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obtained by substituting the complex transmittance functions of the lenses Tl(u;λl;xl) in formula (2) 
instead of the functions TSl(u;λl). 

Fig. 2,b shows sections of two-dimensional distributions along the x-axis.

Fig.1. Microrelief of the SDL focusing wavelengths 
λ1= 455 nm and λ2 = 750 nm at two points

Fig. 2. Normalized two-dimensional intensity distributions formed by the calculated SDL at operating 
wavelengths λ1=455 nm (the top) and λ1=750 nm (the lower) (a); sections of normalized intensity 

distributions along the x-axis for wavelengths λ1, λ1±10 nm and λ2, λ2 ± 10 nm (b)

a) b)
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Water index

Focusing radiation of two relatively close wavelengths λ1 = 900 nm and λ2 = 970 nm at two 
points x1 = (‒x,0), x2 = (x1,0), where x1 = 0.17 mm, located in the plane z = f = 35 mm. The 
selected wavelengths are used to calculate the water index, which estimates changes in the water 
content of the vegetation cover [5]. The microrelief of the SDL is calculated using the formula (1), 
as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4,a shows the normalized distributions Inorm(x; λl)=I(x; λl)/Iid(xl; λl), calculated in a rec-
tangular area with cross-sectional dimension ∆y = 3λ2 f/R ≈ 50 µm. These distributions show that 
the calculated SDL focuses the radiation of the two working wavelengths to specified points. 
Fig. 4,b shows the distributions along the x-axis calculated at wavelengths 890 nm, 910 nm, 960 
nm and 980 nm, that differ from the calculated values by ±10 nm. In this example, the operating 
wavelengths differ by 7.2%. The successful separation of such closely spaced wavelengths using a 
relatively low diffraction micro-relief with hmax = 4 µm is an important result.

Infrared and water indices
In this calculation, four wavelengths were chosen λ1 = 900 nm, λ2 = 455 nm, λ3 = 750 nm and 

λ4 = 970 nm to four points x1 = (‒x1,0), x2 = (‒x2,0), x3 = (x2,0), x4 = (x1,0), where x1 = 0.2 mm, 
x2 = 0.1 mm, located in the plane z = f = 35.  This SDL can be used to simultaneously obtain 
information about two vegetation indices, with an aperture radius of R = 2 mm, maximum height 
of microrelief   hmax = 6 µm, number of quantization levels Q = 256. The relief of the SDL cal-
culated by the formula (1) is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Microrelief of the SDL, focusing wavelength 
λ1 = 900 nm and λ2 = 970 nm at two points

Fig. 4. Normalized two-dimensional intensity distributions formed by the calculated SDL at operating 
wavelengths λ1 = 900 nm (the top) and λ2 = 970 nm (the lower) (a); sections of normalized intensity 

distributions along the x-axis for wavelengths λ1, λ1 ± 10 nm and λ2, λ2 ± 10 nm (b)

a) b)
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Fig. 6,b shows cross sections of two-dimensional distributions along the x-axis. The maximum 
values are 0.48Iid (xi;λ1), 0.51Iid (x2; λ2), 0.56Iid (x3;λ3) and 0.47Iid (x4;λ4). The width of the focal 
peaks coincides with the diameter of the diffraction spots with high precision Dl = 1.22 λl f/R 
‘ideal’ diffraction lenses. Fig. 6,b shows that when the wavelength deviates from one of the calcu-
lated values by ±10 nm, there is a significant decrease in the amplitude of the generated intensity 
distribution (the existing maximum normalized intensities do not exceed 0.025).

Conclusion
An analysis of the obtained data shows that the calculated spectral lenses indeed focus the 

radiation of the operating wavelengths to the specified points, and the widths of the focal peaks 
coincide with high accuracy with the diameters of diffraction spots of ‘ideal’ diffractive lenses. 
This confirms the high efficiency of the developed calculation method. Additionally, the devel-
oped technique allows for the reduction of the dimensions of diffractive lenses, which is extremely 
important when using them in small-sized devices.
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